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In constraint logic programming, uniflcation is replaced by more general constraint sat-
isfaction. To support constraint solving in a committed-choice concurrent logic pro-
gramming language, the constraint solver also needs to determine the status of the
‘ask’-constraints with respect to the current constraint store. In a distributed system,
in which ‘ask’- and ‘tell’-constraints are generated incrementally and concurrently on
difierent nodes, the constraint solver needs to face a distributed constraint store. When
some constraints are ‘local’ to a node, it is most desirable that they are solved ‘locally.’
In this paper we flrst describe a prototype distributed concurrent constraint logic pro-
gramming language D=C-Parlog which allows incremental and concurrent generation of
constraints on difierent nodes in a distributed system. Then we describe, in the frame-
work of D=C-Parlog, algorithms for distributed constraint satisfaction problems in the
domains of Real numbers and Boolean rings. When the number of nodes reduces to one,
these algorithms degenerate to existing centralised constraint satisfaction algorithms
such as those used in CLP(R) and CHIP. The algorithm supports both ‘ask’-constraints
that appear in the guard and ‘tell’-constraints in the body. Some implementation issues
are discussed.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
In constraint logic programming (Jafiar and Lassez, 1987), uniflcation, which is equality
constraint satisfaction for the Herbrand (free) interpretation of the functors, is replaced
by more general constraint satisfaction. For example, CHIP (Dincbas et al., 1988; The
COSYTEC team, 1993) supports equation solving where some of the functors are inter-
preted as Boolean operators and constants (Boolean uniflcation). Just as a conventional
logic programming system has a uniflcation algorithm, a constraint logic programming
system has algorithms for solving the constraints it supports. The function of these algo-
rithms is to solve the constraints as they are incrementally generated and added to the
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constraint store during an evaluation, and to generate explicit values for variables to be
communicated back to the logic programming system. These constraints are called the
‘tell’-constraints. If the logic programming system implements search by backtracking,
the constraint solver also needs to be able to handle failure and to restore its current set
of constraints to a former state.
To support constraint solving in a committed-choice concurrent logic programming
language that has test-only guards, such as Parlog (Clark and Gregory, 1986), the con-
straint solver has yet another task. The constraints in such language are classifled into
two categories: the ‘tell’-constraints, which appear in the clause body, and the ‘ask’-
constraints, which appear in the clause guard. The constraint solver must be able to
test whether an ‘ask’-constraint guard call is entailed by, consistent with, or inconsistent
with the current store of constraints, so that the guard call succeeds, suspends, or fails
accordingly (Maher, 1987). The body constraints of a clause are only communicated to
the constraint solver if the guard of the clause succeeds and the computation commits
to the use of the clause.
In a distributed system, one more issue has to be taken into consideration. In such a
system, the ‘tell’-constraints are generated incrementally and concurrently on difierent
nodes in the system, yet the constraint solver needs to continuously monitor the consis-
tency of the distributed constraint store and determine the status of the ‘ask’-constraints.
Some constraints are ‘local’ to a node, and it is most desirable that these constraints be
solved ‘locally,’ without communication with other nodes.
The investigation in distributed constraint consistency algorithms is not of merely
academic interest, but is also of practical importance. There are cases where distributed
constraint consistency algorithms are necessary in real-life applications. First, it is very
common that there are a large number of workstations connected by a local area net-
work in a typical industrial organisation or academic institution. These machines can
be fully utilised by being programmed to work on a single constraint satisfaction prob-
lem by means of a distributed concurrent logic program. This would hopefully shorten
the execution time to solve the problem. During the execution of such a program, ‘ask’-
and ‘tell’-constraints are generated concurrently on difierent machines, and a distributed
constraint consistency algorithm is needed. Second, distributed constraint satisfaction
problems arise naturally in some real-life set-up. For example, if distributed constraint
solving is supported, then constraint satisfaction would be possible for a network of
machines, each node having its own machine and local database. The machine in each
station can solve some local problem based on local constraint satisfaction, while global
constraint satisfaction is achieved using distributed constraint satisfaction techniques.
Distributed constraint satisfaction algorithms are also useful in distributed co-operative
artiflcial intelligence systems, in which each agent ‘tells’ its own constraints from time to
time.
In this paper we provide solutions to the problem of distributed constraint satisfaction
described above, in the domains of real numbers and Boolean rings. Suppose we have
a system of n nodes N1; : : : ; Nn, in which constraints are generated on difierent nodes
incrementally and concurrently. The task of a distributed constraint solver is to monitor
the distributed constraint store so as to:
1. report local and global inconsistency, if any;
2. bind a variable to an explicit value when it is solved; and
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3. determine the status of ‘ask’-constraints with respect to the current distributed
constraint store.
While we describe the distributed constraint solvers in the context of distributed con-
current constraint logic programming, they can readily be adopted to any other dis-
tributed symbolic constraint satisfaction systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a prototype language, D=C-
Parlog, that illustrates the idea of distributed concurrent constraint logic programming.
In the execution of a D=C-Parlog query, constraints are generated incrementally and
concurrently on difierent nodes in a distributed system. A distributed constraint solver
is hence needed in the execution of a D=C-Parlog query. The details of the distributed
constraint solvers are presented in the subsequent sections. In Section 3 the distributed
constraint solver in the real domain is presented. This distributed constraint solver han-
dles linear equations, inequalities and disequations. The distributed Boolean constraint
solver is described in Section 4. An implementation scheme is outlined in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a brief discussion of related work.
We assume familiarity with concepts of concurrent logic programming (Clark, 1990)
and constraint logic programming as presented by Maher (1987).
2. D=C-Parlog
2.1. D=C-parlog: the language
A D=C-Parlog program comprises a flnite number of node descriptions, each describing
a node in a distributed system. A node description contains a header that specifles the
name and the physical location of the node, followed by a °at Parlog program that
allows constraints in guards and bodies. This allows a predicate to be deflned difierently
on difierent nodes, hence the execution of a goal can be difierent when the goal is executed
on difierent nodes. For simplicity in the presentation of the operational semantics, we
disallow the use of sequential conjunction operator (‘&’) and sequential candidate clause
search operator (‘;’) of standard Parlog. This does not afiect the expressive power of the
language (Gregory, 1987) and search can still be performed in the style of Ueda (1987). A
program segment of a node description for a node named solver located on the physical
machine viola is shown below.
node solver on machine viola
begin
mode flb(?,^).
flb(0,1).
flb(1,1).
flb(N, X1 + X2) ˆ N > 1 : flb(N-1, X1), flb(N-2, X2).
mode calculate(?,^).
calculate(N, Result) ˆ get value(N)@harp, flb(N, Result).
end
A goal in the body can be annotated by a processor schema, which specifles the node on
which the goal is to be executed. For example, the goal get value(N) in calculate=2 is
executed on machine harp after it is spawned. If the processor schema is omitted, then
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the call executes on the node on which it is spawned and is dynamically annotated with
its name.
A D=C-Parlog query is a set of goals. It is executed in a Parlog-like manner, and
difierent instances of the constraints in the clause bodies are generated during the process-
spawning phases. There is no annotation of processor schema for the constraints in the
program because they are solved by a distributed constraint solver, a system-wide demon.
For the same reason, all uniflcation goals are not annotated, as they are all considered
to be constraints in the domain of the Herbrand universe.
2.2. D=C-parlog: the operational semantics
Assume that there are n nodes in the system. A state of execution of a D=C-Parlog
query can be abstracted by a tuple hP;G; Si, where
1. P (the ‘program’) is a sequence P1; : : : ; Pn and Pi is the program in the node
description of node i, 1 • i • n;
2. G (the ‘process pool’) is the current multiset of processes, annotated by processor
schema; and
3. S (the ‘constraint store’) is a set fC1; C2; : : : ; Clg and Ci is the set of constraints
in the domain Di.
Intuitively, Ci is the system-wide distributed constraint store for the constraints in do-
main Di. Throughout this paper we consider constraints in only three domains. D1 is
HU, the Herbrand universe, with free interpretation of functors. Uniflability is the only
constraint relation. ‘Ask’-uniflcation, uniflcation in a guard, is the same as the input
matching of Parlog (Clark and Gregory, 1986). We also allow ‘tell’-uniflcation, uniflca-
tion in the body, as in (Gregory, 1987). D2 is R, the domain of real numbersy. Linear
equality, inequality and disequality constraints are supported. D3 is B, the domain of
Boolean rings, with the operators of ‘not’ (‘:’), ‘and’ (‘^’) and ‘or’ (‘_’), and constraint
relation ‘equal’ (‘=’).
The execution of a query can be abstracted to be a series of transitions of execution
states. Given a program P , if the query is ?-G0; S0 where G0 is a multiset of goals and S0
a set of constraints, then the initial execution state is hP;G0; S0i. An execution state
hP;G; Si is changed to another execution state hP;G0; S0i in a transition by the following
procedure. First, select a process p@i in G such that p is a system predicate that is
ready to execute, or p is a user-deflned predicate such that it validates the head-guard
pair of a clause ¥ in Pi in the context of Sz. In the former case, p executes according
to its pre-deflned semantics. In the latter case, p executes on node i and commits to the
clause ¥. The execution state is then transited to hP;G0; S0i, where G0 is G augmented
the annotated body goals of ¥, and S0 is S augmented by the constraints of domain Di
appearing in the body of ¥, 1 • i • l.
y We assume that there is no rounding error in the computation. In other words, we are not considering
°oating point numbers.
z The process p@i validates a clause ¥ : H ˆ G : B in Pi if T1; : : : ; Tl j= 8xg [S ! 9xl(p = H ^ G)]
where Ti is the domain theory for Di, xg the variables in S and p, and xl those in ¥, respectively. The
process p@i invalidates the clause ¥ if T1; : : : ; Tl j= 8xg [S ! :9xl(p = H ^G)].
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An execution succeeds if and only if a state hP;G; Si is reached such that G is ; and
the constraint store S is consistent. An execution fails if and only if a state hP;G; Si is
reached such that there is a process p@i in G and
1. p is a call to a user-deflned predicate that invalidates the head-guard pairs of all
clauses in Pi; or
2. p is a system predicate that fails on node i; or
3. S is inconsistent.
Otherwise, an execution deadlocks if a state hP;G; Si is reached such that none of the
processes in G can be selected to execute.
The answer computed by a successful terminating computation for goal G0 is the
(consistent) set of constraints in the flnal constraint store.
2.3. distributed constraint satisfaction in D=C-parlog
The tasks of distributed constraint solvers are to solve the constraints whenever pos-
sible, report inconsistency, and determine the status of the ‘ask’-constraints. How such
constraint solvers are implemented is independent of the operational semantics of the
language, as long as they perform all these tasks well. However, it is intrinsically related
to the e–ciency of the implementation.
An example is the distributed uniflcation algorithms described by Foster (1988, 1989)
and Leung (1993) for Parlog-like languages. These algorithms are distributed constraint
solvers in HU, supporting free interpretation and various kinds of uniflability relations.
It is arguable that it would be simpler to designate a particular node as the ‘uniflcation
node’ and all uniflcation operations are sent to that node and performed in a centralized
manner. As a matter of fact, this approach was used in a distributed implementation of
°at Concurrent Prolog (Taylor et al., 1987) to handle its atomic uniflcation and was a
recognised bottleneck.
In the same way, a naive implementation of distributed constraint logic programming
is to have a centralized constraint solver on a particular node, and all constraints are sent
to that node after they are generated. This approach has several disadvantages. First,
the solver node becomes the bottleneck of the system. Its speed determines the overall
throughput of the whole system. Second, ‘local’ constraints are also sent to the solver
node even if they could be solved locally. Third, much tra–c is generated on the network,
which afiects the performance of the system.
Therefore we aim at providing specially designed distributed constraint solvers that
overcome these problems as much as possible. We have the following considerations in
our design:
1. The distributed constraint solvers can be used in a single environment. For example,
all the distributed constraint solvers should be such that they can be used co-
operatively and concurrently with the distributed uniflcation algorithm. This is a
key design requirement.
2. We deflne the concept of ‘locality’ for constraints and variables. A variable created
on a particular node is said to be local to that node. A constraint is local if it only
concerns local variables. A local constraint should be handled locally.
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3. if a constraint contains variables on k nodes, then communications among these
nodes are justiflable because all of these nodes could provide necessary information
to solve the constraint. Communications with any other nodes should be avoided,
as far as possible.
We deflne a total order among the constraint variables. When a new constraint vari-
able v is created on node Nj , it is assigned a sequence number k such that k ¡ 1 is
the sequence number assigned to the variable previously introduced in node Nj , or 1
if it is the flrst constraint variable created on node Nj . Hence a constraint variable v
is uniquely identiflable as vj;k. The variable vj;k is said to be local to node Nj . The
constraint variables are ordered by a ‘¿’-relation deflned by
vm;n ¿ vi;j $ m < i _ (m = i ^ n < j):
3. Distributed Constraint Solving in the Domain of Real Numbers
In this section we present the algorithms to support constraint satisfaction in the
domain of real numbers in D=C-Parlog. Section 3.1 presents the handling of linear equa-
tions. Section 3.2 describes the handling of linear inequalities. The handling of linear
disequality constraints is presented in Section 3.3.
3.1. equality constraints
3.1.1. preliminaries
In the following presentation, let scalar and vector variables be denoted by x; y; z
and ~x; ~y; ~z respectively, possibly with subscripts, scalar and vector constants by a; c; k
and ~a;~c;~k respectively, possibly with subscripts.
An equation is said to be in its canonical form if it is in the form of x = ~k~x+ k such
that every variable in ~x is ‘¿’-ordered after x. Intuitively, the variable x is ‘deflned’ by
the variables in ~x and the expression on the right-hand side. It should be noted that when
a set of equations are all in canonical form, then no ‘circular references’ occur among the
variables. This property is the key point in the design of the solver.
Deflne a vector ~^x = hx01; : : : ; x0ti to be a contraction of a vector ~x = hx1; : : : ; xni if and
only if;
1. x01 = xi for some i;
2. if x0i = xj (1 • i < t) then x0i+1 = xj0 for some j0 > j; and
3. t • n.
Each of the nodes Ni, 1 • i • n, maintains a local set of linear equations all in their
canonical form. Let there be ‚i equations of •i local variables and •0i non-local variables
in Ni. The set of equations in Ni can be written as
~^x = A~x0 + ~k
where ~x0 (of length •i + •0i) is the concatenation of a vector ~x (of length •i) of local
variables ordered by the ‘¿’-relation and a vector ~y (of length •0i) of non-local variables.
The constraint solving algorithm presented below ensures that all of the variables in ~y
are ‘¿’-ordered after the variables in ~x. A = (apq) is a ‚i £ (•i + •0i) matrix such that
apq = 0 if p ‚ q. ~k is a vector of ‚i constants.
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3.1.2. algorithm
When a new equality constraint is generated on node Ni, it is flrst rearranged to its
canonical form after combining the like-terms. Note that in this step the variables are
regarded as constants if they have been solved and their values are locally known. If the
variable on the left-hand side of the resulting canonical form is a non-local variable, then
the constraint is sent to the node on which the variable is a local variable. Otherwise,
the right-hand sides of the local set of ‚i equations are used to substitute in the new
constraint for the corresponding left-hand side variables. There are four possibilities after
substitution.
1. If the new constraint becomes 0 = 0, then no action is taken. The new constraint
is redundant as it is already entailed by the constraint store. If the new constraint
is an ‘ask’-constraint, it succeeds.
2. If it becomes c = 0 where c is a non-zero constant, then inconsistency is detected
and the constraint fails.
3. If it becomes x = c where x is a single variable and c a constant, then there are
two cases:
(a) if it is a ‘tell’-constraint, then c is the binding of x and is substituted for all
local and, eventually, all remote occurrences of x, via distributed uniflcation.
(b) If it is an ‘ask’-constraint, then it is consistent with the current constraint store,
and is suspended. The constraint is reactivated whenever x is solved.
4. Otherwise, let the canonical form of the new constraint be x0 = ~k0~x0 + k0. The
handling depends on the locality of x0:
(a) Suppose x0 is a local variable. If the constraint is a ‘tell’-constraint, then the
constraint is stored locally as the ‚i + 1st constraint. If the constraint is an
‘ask’-constraint, then it is consistent with the current constraint store, and is
suspended. It is reactivated whenever a new ‘tell’-constraint involving x0 or
variables in ~x0 is added to the store.
(b) If x0 is a non-local variable, then the constraint is sent to the node where x0 is
a local variable and considered to be a newly generated constraint there.
Example Consider a system that consists of two nodes N1 and N2. Let x; y; z be
variables local to N1 and u; t local to N2. Further suppose that x¿ y ¿ z ¿ u¿ t. A
hypothetical sequence of ‘tell’-constraint generation and its handling is shown in Table 1.
The left column shows a sequence of constraint generation. The handling is shown in the
column on the right.
The following theorems show the properties of this algorithm.
Theorem 3.1. Using the algorithm, a (distributed) subsystem of equations will be solved
when there are as many equations as variables in the subsystem.
Proof. Let there be n equations and n variables in the subsystem. Let ~x = hx1; : : : ; xni
be a vector of these n variables and x1 ¿ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿ xn. Since the equations are all in their
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Table 1. ‘Tell’-constraint generation and handling.
Step Constraint Generation Message Passing Efiect
1. x = ¡y ¡ z { x = ¡y ¡ z
is generated on N1 is stored on N1
2. y ¡ 2x+ 4 = 0 x = y
2
+ 2 y = ¡ 2
3
z ¡ 4
3
is generated on N2 is sent to N1 is stored on N1
3. 3u+ 2t = 5 { u = ¡ 2
3
t+ 5
3
is generated on N2 is stored on N2
4. 4y + 5z = 20 y = ¡ 5
4
z + 5 x = ¡ 16
7
is generated on N2 is sent to N1 z = ¡ 607
canonical form, the whole subsystem is in the form of
~x =
0BBBB@
0 a1;2 ¢ ¢ ¢ a1;n
...
. . .
...
...
. . . an¡1;n
0 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ 0
1CCCCA ~x+ ~k:
Hence xn = kn. By the algorithm the occurrences of xn in other equations will be
substituted for, causing xn¡1 to be solved, and so on. Therefore the subsystem will be
solved. 2
Theorem 3.2. All (distributed) subsystems of equations are consistent if the algorithm
does not report inconsistency.
Proof. Let • and ‚ be the total number of variables and equations in the subsystem,
respectively. Since the equations are all linear equations in canonical form, each of the •
variables cannot appear on the left-hand side of more than one equation. Since • ‚ ‚
and all equations are in the canonical form, it is well-known that such a system always
has a solution. 2
3.2. inequality constraints
The distributed algorithm to handling linear inequalities are based on an incremental
extension of phase I of the two-phase simplex method (Dantzig, 1951). In general, equality
and inequality constraints involve the same set of variables, the algorithm presented here
is used together with that presented in Section 3.1 for linear equality constraints. Without
loss of generality, we only consider non-strict inequalities, that is, inequalities in the form
of f(~x) ‚ 0y.
y A strict inequality f(~x) > 0 can always be written as two constraints f(~x) ‚ 0 and f(~x) 6= 0.
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3.2.1. algorithm
s-Variables and s-Equations
An inequality constraint f(~x) ‚ 0 is transformed to an equation f(~x) = s, where
s is a new non-negative variable. These new non-negative variables are called the s-
variables, and are always ‘¿’-ordered after the normal, unrestricted, variables. When
such an equations is introduced, it is handled by the equality constraint solver presented
in Section 3.1. Hence the distributed system of constraints (across all the nodes) is in
the form of ~^x = A~x + ~k. ~x is a vector of • unrestricted variables and ‡ s-variables. ~^x,
a contraction of ~x, is a vector of •0 unrestricted variables and ‡ 0 s-variables. A = (apq)
is a (•0 + ‡ 0) £ (• + ‡) matrix. Note that some equations in the system only involve
s-variables. These equations are called the s-equations. These s-equations are handled in
special way described below. The other equations are distributed, in canonical form, in
the same way we described in Section 3.1.
s-Equations and Simplex Tableaux
The s-equations are handled difierently in order to ensure that all s-variables can
simultaneously have positive solutions. Deflne two s-equations to be related if and only
if they directly or indirectly share variables, and deflne a related group to be a set of
s-equations such that any two in the set are related. The algorithm we present below
maintains each related group of s-equations in the form of a simplex tableau (Dantzig,
1951). A simplex tableau is a system of equations (I j P )~s = ~k+, where I is an identity
matrix, ~s a vector of variables ~k+ a vector of non-negative constants. Following the
convention, the flrst s-variables in ~s (the coe–cients of which are taken from the identity
matrix) are called basic variables, and all others non-basic variablesy.
A newly generated s-equation is processed using the following procedures.
1. All basic variables in the new s-equation is substituted for by non-basic variables.
2. Let the new s-equation after substitution be ~k0~s 0 = k0+, where k
0
+ is a non-negative
constant. Now imagine a new variable z, and modify the simplex tableau by a flnite
pivoting routine [e.g. Bland’s (1977) rule 1] as if a equation ~k0~s 0 + z = k0+ were
added to the simplex tableau and z were to be minimized. Obviously z must be
zero, but it is seen as a basic variable during its minimization process. Stop pivoting
as soon as the minimum value of z is found to be greater than zero or z leaves the
basis.
(a) If the minimum value of z is greater than zero than inconsistency is detected.
Intuitively, the current system of s-equations augmented with ~k0~s 0 + z = k0+ is
unsatisflable unless z is greater than zero, which is impossible.
(b) If z leaves the basis (i.e., z could take zero as value), then the new s-equation is
consistent with the existing system. If the new s-equation is an ‘ask’-constraint,
then it is suspended. If it is a ‘tell’-constraint, then the z-column of the tableau
is taken away (in fact it was just imagined to have been there).
y Hence the simplex tableau can be written in the equivalent form of ~^s = ¡(Z j P )~s+ ~k+, where ~^s is
a vector of basic s-variables and Z is an all-zero square matrix.
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The correctness of this approach is evident from the correctness of the simplex method.
An issue remaining to be considered is where the tableau should be placed. To allow
the tableaux to be distributed, a related group of s-equations are placed on the same
node so that no tra–c needs to be generated for pivoting. This could lead to migration
of tableaux if a new s-equation is generated which involves variables from two related
groups of s-equations.
Implicit Equations and Null Variables
An issue we need to consider here is the emergence of implicit equations. An inequal-
ity f(~x) ‚ 0 becomes an implicit equation if it is transformed to f(~x) = s and s is
subsequently conflned to a particular value. One possibility for this to happen is when
s becomes a null variable (it i.e., it cannot take any value other than zero). Our ap-
proach to detect the null variables is inspired by Stuckey (1987) Algorithms E and M.
As Stuckey’s algorithms deal with the general case, a much simplifled version well serve
our purpose. Readers are referred to Stuckey (1987) for correctness results.
Our algorithm to flnd all null variables (i.e., those s-variables that must be zero) can
be outlined as follows. Before minimizing the artiflcial variable z described in 3.2.1, we
change the last row of the tableau from ~k0~s 0 + z = c0 to ~k0~s 0 + z = c0 + † where † is a
positive inflnitesimal value.
1. If c0 = 0, then perform pivoting until just before z is going to leave the basis.
(a) If pivoting succeeds with the row becoming ~a~s 0 + z = †, then immediately
change the row to ¡~a~s 0 + z0 = † and minimize z0. If z0 is also minimized to
zero, then it is clear that † can be zero. We then add the row to the tableau
after replacing † by 0.
(b) If pivoting fails because the constant term in the row is † but one of the coe–-
cients of the s-variables is non-positive, then it is evident that those s-variables
with negative coe–cients must be null variables. If all of the coe–cients of the
s-variables are zero, then the original s-equation is implied by the tableau and
needs not be added to the tableau.
(c) If pivoting fails because the constant term is d+† where d is positive, but one of
the coe–cients of the s-variables is non-positive, then the tableau is infeasible
as min z = d > 0.
2. If c0 > 0, then there are two possibilities. If pivoting succeeds then the row is added
to the tableau after replacing † by 0. Otherwise, the handling is the same as 1.b
or 1.c, depending on the outcome of pivoting.
Let NULLS be the set of null variables found by the algorithm above. Instead of im-
mediately replacing them by zero and simplifying the tableau, we apply Stuckey’s (1987)
Algorithm M. The algorithm is listed below.
Algorithm M
1. Remove a variable v from NULLS.
2. Select a row R by the following criteria:
(a) if v is a basic variable, then R is the row it appears;
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(b) otherwise, R is a homogeneous row in which the coe–cient of v is negative;
(c) otherwise, no row is selected and v is simply substituted by 0 throughout the
tableau.
3. If v is not a basic variable in row R, make it basic and eliminate its occurrences in
other rows by substitution.
4. Minimize v (in the same way as minimizing z).
5. If an equation of null variables is detected, then the corresponding row is removed
from the tableau and the null variables are added to NULLS.
6. Substitute v by 0 throughout the tableau.
Another possible way to detect implicit equations is when the number of s-equations
equal to the number of s-variables in any tableau. These s-variables are hence all basic
variables and their values are immediately known.
3.3. disequality constraints
A disequality in R can always be written as E 6= 0. The way we handle disequality
constraint is to transform it into an equality constraint xE = E where xE is a new
variable and create a Parlog process ‘xE =\= 0’. This mechanism can be approximated
using the D=C-Parlog goal disequality(E) deflned as follows. The flrst goal X = E in
the clause body is a equation constraint where X is a new variable. Note that in D=C-
Parlog, ‘=\=/2’ suspends until both arguments are instantiated, and succeeds if and only
if they are both numbers and are not equal.
mode disequality(?).
disequality(E) ˆ
X = E, % equality constraint
X =\= 0.
The reason behind this simple handling mechanism is that a linear disequality con-
straint E 6= 0 in R is always satisflable except when the current constraint store entails
that E can only evaluate to a single particular value and that particular value is 0.
Therefore, a disequality constraint E 6= 0, whether it is an ‘ask’- or ‘tell’-constraint, can
be solved by simple transformation. Hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. A linear disequality E 6= 0 is not satisflable if and only if the current
constraint store entails that E can only evaluate to a single particular value and that
value is 0.
Proof. See the discussion above. 2
4. Distributed Constraint Solving in the Domain of Boolean Rings
The technique of Boolean uniflcation is used to solve equations in the domain B of
Boolean rings [see, e.g., the book by Rudeanu (1974)]. A Boolean ring is a commutative
ring of characteristic 2 and all its elements are idempotent. A Boolean expression can
always be transformed to one that contains only two kinds of operators: the ‘+’ opera-
tor, which corresponds to the intuitive meaning of ‘exclusive-or,’ and the multiplication
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operator ‘¢’, which corresponds to ‘and.’ By convention, the latter is often omitted in
expressionsy. An equation f(x) = g(y), where x and y are vectors of Boolean variables,
can thus be written as f(x) + g(y) = 0. Therefore, a Boolean equation can always be
rewritten to a form in which on the left-hand side is a sum-of-product form and on the
right-hand side is 0.
Our distributed Boolean constraint solving algorithm is a distributed and parallel
extension of the algorithm of Bu˜ttner and Simonis (1987). It employs the same principles
as the distributed algorithm for linear equations in the real domain, namely, a variable is
regarded to be in solved form if and only if it is bound to an expression which contains
only variables later than itself by the ‘¿’-order.
The distributed algorithm is as follows. Each node has a set § of substitutions (i.e.,
‘solutions’) to the solved local variables. The substitution to a variable x only contains
variables ‘¿’-ordered after x. Consider when a new Boolean constraint t = 0 of n variables
v1 ¿ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿ vn is generated.
1. If v1 is a non-local variable, then the whole constraint is sent to the node to which v1
is local.
2. Otherwise, § is used to substitute for all solved local variables in t so that t con-
tains p ‚ 0 local variables x1 ¿ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿ xp and q ‚ 0 non-local variables y1 ¿ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿
yq, and xp ¿ y1.
Up to this point the operations are virtually the same as those for real equation con-
straints. Let the substituted constraint be f(x) = 0. There are three possibilities.
1. If the substituted constraint contains no variable, then a simple validity test is
performed. The outcome of the validity test determines the truth value of the
constraint.
2. If the substituted constraint is f(x) = 0 and x is a single variable x, then the
constraint is
ax+ b = 0
where a and b are constants and a 6= 0. The most general unifler ¾ is
¾ = fx! b+ u(1 + a)g
where u is a new variable, provided that ab = b. The variable x is now solved and ¾
is added to the constraint store §. Otherwise (i.e., ab 6= b) the constraint is not
satisflable, ¾ does not exist and a failure is reported.
3. If x = hx1; : : : ; xni contains n > 1 variables, x1 ¿ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿ xn, then the left-hand side
of the substituted constraint can be rewritten as a sum of two terms
T1(x2; : : : ; xn) ¢ x1 + T2(x2; : : : ; xn) = 0
and the most general unifler ¾ is
¾ = fx1 ! T2(x2; : : : ; xn) + u(1 + T1(x2; : : : ; xn))g – ¾0
where u is a new variable and ¾0 is the most general unifler of
T2(x2; : : : ; xn) ¢ (1 + T1(x2; : : : ; xn)) = 0
y For example, ‘not x’ can be rewritten as ‘1 + x’, ‘x and y’ as ‘x ¢ y’, and ‘x or y’ as ‘x+ y + x ¢ y’.
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provided that ¾0 exists. ‘–’ is the substitution composition operator. Note that this
is a variable elimination process: we solve an equation of n variables, the solution to
which is ¾, if we can solve one equation of n¡1 variables, the solution to which is ¾0.
Eventually, we reach a equation f(y1; : : : ; yq) = 0 that contains non-local variables
y1 ¿ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¿ yq. This constraint is then sent to the node to which y1 is local. The
variables in x are considered to be solved and ¾ is added to the constraint store §.
Otherwise (i.e., ¾0 does not exist), the constraint is not satisflable and ¾ does not
exist, and a failure is reported.
As in the algorithm for linear equations in R, the flnal substitution can be obtained
by ‘backward substitution.’
The handling of ‘ask’-constraints are virtually the same, except that the constraint
suspends if further operations require a variable to be solved.
The correctness of the algorithm is based on the following Theorem. Let ¾(t) denote
the application of a unifler ¾ to an expression t.
Lemma 4.1. Let ¾1 be the m.g.u. of t1 = 0 and ¾2 be the m.g.u. of ¾1(t2) = 0. Then
¾2 – ¾1 is the m.g.u. of the simultaneous system (t1 = 0; t2 = 0).
Proof. Since ¾2 – ¾1(t1) = ¾2(0) = 0 and ¾2 – ¾1(t2) = ¾2(¾1(t2)) = 0, ¾2 – ¾1 is
a unifler of the simultaneous system (t1 = 0; t2 = 0). Let · be an arbitrary unifler of
(t1 = 0; t2 = 0). therefore ·(t1) = 0. Since ¾1 is the m.g.u. of t1 = 0, there is a ¿1 such
that · = ¿1 – ¾1. Now that ·(t2) = 0, we have ¿1 – ¾1(t2) = 0. Since ¾2 is the m.g.u. of
¾1(t2) = 0, there is a ¿2 such that ¿1 = ¿2 –¾2. Therefore · = ¿2 –¾2 –¾1. Since for each ·
there is a ¿2 such that · = ¿2 – ¾2 – ¾1, ¾2 – ¾1 is the m.g.u. of (t1 = 0; t2 = 0). 2
Theorem 4.2. Let ¾1; ¾2; : : : ; ¾n be the m.g.u. of t1 = 0; ¾1(t2) = 0; ¾2 – ¾1(t3) =
0; : : : ; ¾n¡1 – ¾n¡2 – ¢ ¢ ¢ – ¾2 – ¾1(tn) = 0 respectively. Then ¾n – ¾n¡1 – ¾n¡2 – ¢ ¢ ¢ – ¾2 – ¾1
is the m.g.u. of the simultaneous system (t1 = 0; t2 = 0; : : : ; tn = 0).
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on n. We make use of the theorem due
to Bu˜ttner and Simonis (1987) which states that µ is the m.g.u. of the simultaneous
system of constraints (t1 = 0; : : : ; tn = 0) if and only if µ is the m.g.u. of the constraint
1 + (1 + t1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ (1 + tn) = 0.
The base case n = 2 is proved in Lemma 4.1. Let the theorem be true for n = k. Let
¾(k) = ¾k – ¾k¡1 – ¢ ¢ ¢ – ¾1. Therefore ¾(k) is the m.g.u. of the simultaneous system (t1 =
0; : : : ; tk = 0), and is also the m.g.u. of the Boolean equation 1+(1+t1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢(1+ tk) = 0.
By Lemma 4.1, if ¾k+1 is the m.g.u. of ¾(k)(tk+1) = 0, then ¾k+1 – ¾(k) is the m.g.u. of
the system (1 + (1 + t1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ (1 + tk) = 0; tk+1 = 0). Therefore ¾k+1 – ¾(k) is the m.g.u.
of the Boolean constraint
1 + [1 + (1 + (1 + t1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ (1 + tk)](1 + tk+1) = 0
which reduces to
1 + (1 + t1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ (1 + tk)(1 + tk+1) = 0:
Hence ¾k+1 – ¾(k) = ¾k+1 – ¾k – ¢ ¢ ¢ – ¾1 is the m.g.u. of the simultaneous system (t1 =
0; : : : ; tk+1 = 0). By the principle of mathematical induction, ¾n – ¾n¡1 – ¢ ¢ ¢ – ¾1 is the
m.g.u. of the simultaneous system (t1 = 0; : : : ; tn = 0). 2
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5. Implementation Issues
When building an implementation of D=C-Parlog on the basis of the Parallel Parlog
system (Crammond et al., 1993), we use the following approach. On each node there is
a logic programming machine and a constraint solver. The logic programming machines
execute the concurrent logic programs using a distributed uniflcation algorithm (Leung,
1993). The constraint solver communicates with the rest of the program using streams. A
newly generated constraint is passed on a queue from the logic programming machine to
the constraint solver on the same node. The constraint is evaluated and simplifled using
the known variable values held in the logic programming machine before enqueuing. It
might consequently reduce to a simple test, an assignment to a variable, or a failure
and need not be really handled by the constraint solver. The constraint may be further
simplifled and normalized when it is dequeued by the constraint solver.
The nodes share variables via a variable exportation/re-exportation mechanism (Fos-
ter, 1989; Ichiyoshi et al., 1992; Leung, 1993), which is an adaptation of the weighted
reference count algorithm (Bevan, 1987; Watson and Watson, 1987). Binding for variables
are normally stored on the node where they are created. However, some of the s-variables
need to migrate to other nodes. We employ a lazy variable migration mechanism, which
is a minor extension to the variable exportation and re-exportation scheme, and works
coherently with the latter.
6. Related Work
In this paper we have described the constraint consistency techniques for distributed
constraint satisfaction problems in the Real number and Boolean domains. It should be
noted that as the number of nodes reduces to one and all constraints become constraints
local to the only node, the algorithms degenerate to commonly used centralized con-
straint consistency algorithms. The signiflcance of the distributed versions is that they
address the issues of distributed execution. Based on the principles of local-constraints-
to-be-solved-locally, the distributed algorithms show a way how constraint satisfaction
problems can be handled without incurring unnecessary communication cost in a dis-
tributed environment. We did not address the issues of process scheduling and load
balancing in a distributed constraint logic programming system in this paper. These are
important issues that are to be investigated.
Most of the published work on constraint solving in logic programming has been on
centralised solvers. Prominent projects include CLP(R) (Jafiar et al., 1992) supporting
constraints in the domain of real numbers and CHIP (Dincbas et al., 1988) supporting
flnite domain constraints as well as constraints in the domains of Boolean rings and
rational number. Our algorithm for real linear constraints is in fact a parallel and dis-
tributed extension to that used in CLP(R), while our algorithm for Boolean constraints is
a parallel and distributed extension to that used in CHIP. A project we know of concern-
ing constraint solving in distributed concurrent logic programming is GDCC (Terasaki
et al., 1992) running on the Multi-PSI (Takeda et al., 1988; Taki, 1988). GDCC has
three solvers, one for non-linear algebraic equations, one for Boolean equations and one
for mixed integer programming. The basis of the solver algorithms is the Buchberger
algorithm (Buchberger, 1985). This is a completely difierent approach to constraint solv-
ing. Their design approach is completely difierent from ours. While we aim at localizing
constraint solving for loosing coupled systems, such as a network of workstations, they
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aim at distributing work load among more tightly coupled processors in a Multi-PSI by
designing a parallel version of the Buchberger algorithm.
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